
Do You Know This Type Of Kurkure Production Line?

  Our company is mainly engaged in research and development, production and sales of
various extruded machinery and complete sets of equipment. With high-quality
machinery and equipment, perfect technical services, and a good after-sales team and
reputation, we have won the trust and support of customers at home and abroad. 

Jinan Loyal Industrial Co., Ltd. is located in the beautiful spring city Jinan, the capital of
Shandong Province. It has been 15 years since the establishment of the company, and it has
developed into China's largest manufacturer of puffed food machinery, including flour mixers,
puffing machines, dryers, ovens, frying machines, seasoning machines, etc. Our company is
mainly engaged in research and development, production and sales of various extruded
machinery and complete sets of equipment. With high-quality machinery and equipment, perfect
technical services, and a good after-sales team and reputation, we have won the trust and
support of customers at home and abroad.

 

1. Introduction of kurkure production line:

    Kurkure is a special squeezed snack that is very crunchy in your mouth. The corn grits are
mixed with a certain proportion of water and then enter the rotary head extruder. Under the
squeezing and kneading action of the two turntables of the food extruder, the corn grits form
irregular twisted shapes, and then the cutting knife cuts them into the required length of the
product. Kurkure can be seasoned after being fried, or baked and seasoned. It is popular with
consumers for its deliciousness.

 

2. Equipment configuration

Fried type:

?Powder mixer??Screw conveyor??Rotary head extruder??Elevator??Separation
cylinder??Vibrating feeder??Continuous fryer??Vibration deoiler??Seasoning line
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Baking type:

?Powder mixer??Screw conveyor??Rotary head extruder??Elevator??Oven??Seasoning line

 

3. The product showcase
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We have been focusing on production and research and development for 15 years, with superb
technology, professional services, and 100% benefits, we are dedicated to providing all
customers with comprehensive and cost-effective food machinery solutions.
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